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Meg gets a surprise

AGM Nov 11th
Some new faces on the committee
Joining 
Dave G, Chairman,
Mark H,Vice chairman 
Ed, Meets secretary
Ted, Publicity 
are
Diane G,  secretary
Mike G, Treasure
Sue E, Social Sec

Christmas Nibbles and Quiz
Dec 16

Test your mountaineering 
knowledge. Teams of four, 

fantastic prizes...well a can 
of ale for the winners. 
Start at about 9.30ish after 
food
Nibbles as well

   Christmas Pudding Walk  
     Dec 29th
Don’t miss this annual walk 
lead as usual by the intrepid 
John T . All welcome, kids, 

wives, husbands dogs,etc. Not 
finalised yet but will at the time of 
writing and maybe be somewhere near 
Repton (Burton on Trent) and as usual 
there will a pub lunch. See the forum 
for further details.

 Once again Santa comes to 
pay his annual visit, what do 
you want for Christmas? an ice 
axe, crampons, maybe a new 
pair of boots, some nuts, chocs 
or even a friend or will you be 
happy with that new guide 
book to sunnier climbs, 
whatever have a good one. 
 As I write Global Warming 
has struck with a vengeance 
bringing snow and ice and 
even some blue skies. Yes its 
all looking good for another 
winter in the hills. Not much around here but plenty everywhere else...so 
far. See he back page for tips on www.
 Recapping on the past month or so, The Presidents Meet was a brilliant 
success, and Timberlodge has been booked for next year. Great venue with 
the nearby Ingleborough and Pen y Ghent being targeted by the walkers, 
the climbers went further afield but seem to keep quiet about their 
exploits...come on lads..and lassies let us know what you been up!
 Highlight of the weekend was another fantastic dinner cooked by Ed and 
Sue, helped by Nettie, Teresa and others. Followed by the usual 
embarrassing photo comp, at least embarrassing for one person when 
nearly all was revealed. There should be a law against it!
And of course it was Harry’s swansong as President, he will leave the post 
in the new year having brought his own imitable style to the post. Well 
done H.
A new president will arrive shortly, watch out for a puff of white smoke 
from the chimney at the Holywell.

Happy Christmas Everyone

President H (left) and new best friend send 
Season Greetings to all
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With help from,  Barbara, Michelle, Pat and Meg, Pete M celebrates his 85th birthday with 
a big puff. A few weeks later Pat also celebrated a milestone birthday, but is not saying 

which.

Harry presents President’s Award to Pete Humphrey and a special 
award to Brian Gillett to mark his 50 years of mountaineering.

Ed and his staff, Sue and Nettie prepare dinner

Presidentʼs Meet 2010  Timberlodge, Ingleton

Chairman Dave serves the vegetables Teresa left with the washing up

2010 TAT AWARDS

Lee Leatherbarrow -  
the most air time, 
which probably also 
means he spent the 
most time on the 
rock.
Euan Buckingham - 
managing to wreck his knee only a couple 
of days into Yosemite and only a couple of 
pitches up the N. A. Wall.
Richard Ellis - for grass skiing on Lundy.
Ian Ball - for attempting to abseil off a 
slip knot and being saved by his half - 
hitches.
Beccy - for standing in slings on a 'Diff''
Mike Godden - for leading his team into 
a HVS descent scramble
Claire - for being present on both the 
previous occasions and therefore guilt by 
association.
Jayne Warwick - for mistaking an Air 
Italia flight for a giant bat.
Heinz - for riding his bike into the rear of 
a lady.
and Ken for a reason I can't remember

Chairman Dave
 

I'm the President of the HMC
I was a most impressive man you'll 
agree
Until members saw THAT photo of me
Now they sing 'Harry, wear some 
trousers!'

Chorus:
Let the wind blow high let the wind 
blow low
In the garden, in the rain and snow
Hear the neighbours shout 'Oh no!'
'Harry wear some trousers!'

For a complete tan I wore a thong
The neighbours all said 'that's just 
wrong!'
Now my friends all sing this song
'Harry, wear some trousers!'

I moved down to Ellistown
where I had some fun at the 
recreation ground
till I was arrested by PC Brown
he said 'Harry, wear some trousers!'

To wear the thong is my delight
It ISN'T wrong, I know it's right
and Stef would get a terrible fright
If she saw me in my trousers!

The Bard of Barnsley

Right, what could be the club’s 
new anthem, sung to the tune of 
“Donald Where’s your 
Troosers”
 
Another one could be
“Just a Thong a Twilight”
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Alistair on the Table in the Quirang    by  Brian K Bad Step on the Isle of Skye by Mike G

le Marteau, Rochers des Fiz by Pete H

A small selection of 
pictures entered for the 
competition. I’m sure they 
have been getting better 
over the past few years.
I particularly liked Brian’s 
picture of the snow storm, 
proving that bad weather 
can make good pictures. 
Also Mike’s “Bad Step” as 
soon as I saw it I knew 
where it was, although I 
have never been there. All 
the pictures on this page 
have a human interest 
giving “scale” to the 
landscape, although I 
believe that Pete H’s 
picture is the only one where he deliberately put his son on top of the rock. Quite right 
too, thats what children, wives etc are for. Harry’s picture of Ed on the via ferrata is a very 
good example of having a foreground, middle interest and background giving great 
perspective to the shot as does Mike G’s  Bad Step picture.
Ted

Aonach Eagach by Nathan P

Ed on a via ferrata by HarryMeg at Grannithorpe by Dave G

Photo Comp 2010

Apologies to the anonymous housewife from the Coalville area for not showing 
her prizewinning “Tat” picture but I seem to have mislaid the negatives!
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Andy T   Lake District

Making the most of a frosty start and clear blue skies Andy T  
and Ruth W parked the car at Rydal and walked through 
more golden oak woods to Loughrigg Terrace and a thrash 
up the frozen bracken-covered fellside to the summit of 
Loughrigg at 1,100 feet. As Brian K would say, 'a cheap hill' 
as in not much ascent for terrific 360 degree views to 
Windermere, Crinkle Crags, Langdale Pikes, Helm Crag, 
Heron Pike and more. We thought we could also see 
Blackpool Tower - a tall thin line on the horizon.

In the sun and out of the breeze on the southern side of the 
trig point we lay on the grass and sun-bathed along with the 
score or so of other walkers. At the trig point and in the wind 
it was a different matter with an icy wintry feel and jackets 
zipped up.

On the walk down the well scarred path we saw a Chinook 
helicopter fly lower than us above Grasmere, amazing! 
Long may this weather continue
Tuesday 19 October 2010 - Lake District

Andy T and Ruth W stayed at Elterwater Park B&B and 
walked from the B&B on the Cumbrian Way west through 
beautiful golden autumnal woodland to Colwith Force 
waterfall then out onto high pastures and moor to Strang 
and a single track road to Slaters Bridge and the path to 
Little Langdale.

Missing out the Three Shires pub we carried on a bridleway 
then an unsurfaced road up and down to Elterwater. 
Tremendous views all morning and we needed refreshment 
at The Brittania Inn at Elterwater. The afternoon was flatter 
walking alongside the River and the siamese twin lakes of 
Elterwater to Skelwith Bridge and a partly wooded ramble 
back to the B&B. Lovely 6 mile walk with minimal ascent.

Steve P
Mid-week griz-fest.

Stanage Popular - Mantelpiece Buttress:

With complete disregard for the horizontal rain, 0 deg wind-
chill and run-off pouring down the crag, 4 routes were 
climbed. You know it's bad when you are the only ones 
climbing at Stanage!

Mantelpiece Crack - Diff 4a - Steve lead, Matt 2nd.
Mantelpiece Buttress - Diff - Steve lead, Matt 2nd.
Zip Crack - Mod - Steve lead, Matt 2nd.
Square Chimney - Diff - Steve lead, Matt 2nd.

An good day out on very cold rock, made possible by short 
routes. With numb hands it was cold at the top on belay!

Nathan

 Climbing with Alison Page, ex Rugby MC.
Peel Crags, Northumberland
Ulysses VD. 2nd
Route 1 VD. led 

 Walking with the family
Lakes: Ladyside Pike from High Lorton

 Walking with Mrs. Nathan, ticking off some Nuttalls.
Lakes: Round How, Middleboot Knotts, Scafell Pike, Scafell 
via Foxes Tarn, Symonds Knott 

 Walking with the HMC, President's Meet - some more Nuttalls
Ingleborough, Simon Fell.

 Walking with a hangover - another Nuttall
Great Knoutberry Hill

Tim N  

 Nov 20 

Bouldering in the peak today. weather was ok and the 
rock was mostly dry
started off back at Curbar trackside boulder where I sent 
trackside (font 7a/v6) in a few goes this time. I then went 
over to Stanage plantation and teamed up with a few 
people and started working satin 7a, not to be taken away 
6c, and the deliverance traverse 7a+
Oct 30
 Went to stanage with Barra, quite windy but dry. Barra let 
me lead all day:
heather wall vs 4c
manchester buttress hs 4b
gargoyle buttress vs 4b
eliminator hvs 5b (probably my favorite route of the day)
queersville hvs 5a
easter rib e1 5b
right unconquerable hvs 5a
millsoms minion e1 5b

probably fair to mention I failed on fb direct and ended up 
in the shamefull position of being lowered from a cam in 
the break. 

Nov 6. nice day. went bouldering by myself, best problems 
sent:
conan the librarian v4 at mother cap
technical master v4 at millstone
banana finger (onsight) v2/3 at burbage north

Nov 7 went climbing with some chap off ukc at higgar tor 
for the morning:
I lead the reamer vs,4c. 
al lead the rasp e2,5b. 
I wanted to lead it, so lead it on his gear as it would have 
been a pain to get the gear out by abseil considering how 
steep it is. still a really good, memorable route. 

Nov 10 went bouldering at curbar trackside by my self. 
pretty cold: 
sent quite a few problems including strawberries(v4). 
spent most of my time on trackside(v6), came horribly 
close but didn't get it.

Days on the Hill

Been up....get it down
Nice to some routes especially climbs put into the Forum. The lack of up to date entries was mentioned at the AGM 
and it was pointed out that climbs, scrambles and walks are the history of the club. The club has an old fashion 
paper “route book” somewhere. But the electronic route section of the forum is works but only if it is kept up to 
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Saturday October 16th President's Meet
 Set off from hut with Julie, Ted, Dave D, Brian K and Pete H 
and took in Ingleborough, Simon Fell then cross country to Gaping Gill, 

Trow Gill and down the 
nature trail for a welcome 
pint in the New Inn in 
Clapham. Whilst debating 
the merits or otherwise of 
a second pint or a walk 
back, someone (Brian I 
think) performed heroics 
by spotting and then 
flagging down Mark T's 
Minibus which swiftly 
resolved the debate. 
Second pint underway we 
were joined by Pete, Pat 
and Barbara. 

Dave T

 

Saturday 16th
Diane and I set off up Pen-y-ghent 
from Horton-in Ribblesdale across 
the fields and up the southern 
ridge. Diane's first proper hill 
though we went a lot higher in the 
Dollies. Brilliant light - very cold 
only on the top.
Dave G

Sunday 17th
 Alistair ( right) and Ted 
also on Pen-y-Ghent, leaving 
Horton going south east to the 
bunkhouse at Dub Cote and then 
northwards to the summit and continuing to Plover Hill before 

descending to Foxup Moor 
and returning to Horton 
bumping into El President 
and party en route.
Ted C

Andy T and Ruth W met up 
with El Presidente and 
Senora Stef to walk from 
Horton in Ribblesdale up to 
Pen Y Ghent via the ridge. 
Great views over to 
Ingleborough and 
Whernside until we reached 
the top and the wind 

turned very chilly. Never 

Sunday October 17th
 Julie and I enjoyed the delights of an 
hour's drive via Hawes, then all the way down 
Wensleydale in glorious autumn sunshine 
arriving home in Masham about an hour later. 
Stove raked and lit we set off for a pleasant 
stroll along the banks of the little River Burn, 
later joining the Ure for the short stretch 
back into Masham where we duly refreshed 
ourselves with a pint of Theakston's Best in 
the King's Head. We then headed home and 
later entertained Elvin to a nice cup of tea as 
he stopped off on his way south from Hawes. 
What a grand day out!
Dave T

Leaving the Presidents meet, Carol and I Bongoed over to the 
Lakes, camping at Castlerigg, Keswick.
Helvellyn
Parking at Stanah we ascended Sticks Pass up to Raise, across 
to Whiteside and to Lower Man, the weather up to this point had 
been chilly but clear, but the final ascent to the summit brought 
us into flurries of snow. The first of the winter for us. The descent 
to Thirlspot and the path back to Stanah however brought 
pleasant sunshine. An excellent Goulash and a pint or two of OP at 
the Dog and Gun in Keswick rounded off a good day.
Skiddaw
The following morning we woke to a frost covered Bongo, but with a brilliant blue sky and not a cloud in sight we set off from Millbeck 
up a good path to Carl Side with clear views down Borrowdale. Crossing a small frozen Tarn a steep stoney ascent brought us to the 
summit. Fantastic  views, The Isle of Man to the west, the Pennines to the east, Scotland to the north. But very cold, despite the brilliant 
sunshine, everything in the shade was still covered by frost even at midday. Descent via Little Man to the car park by Latrigg, and then a 
couple of miles to get back to the Bongo.  Ted

Skiddaw, looking towards Scafell

Bongoless

The club is now two Bongos short. Ed and 
Andrea have gone off to Switzerland and New 
Zealand whilst Dave and Julie have moved up to 
the more exotic Masham in Yorkshire.

Julie finds a poor old soul on the summit of 
Ingleborough. Can’t imagine how its owner got off 
the hill, must have hopped off or perhaps they 
were just mucking aboot.

JULIE SAVES A LOST SOUL ON INGLEBOROUGH

Pete H, Brian K,Dave D Julie and Dave T climb 
over a hurdle used for mountain races on 
Ingleborough

mind, I had some emergency Thorntons 
chocolates which we shared. 
On the way down the tourists route we were 
accosted by Ted and Al and shared the 
descent to the cafe and a welcome pint. Of 
tea!
Andy T
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Glentress without wheels

Although Glentress is a mecca for mountain bikers, the 
surrounding mountains also make it an ideal location for 
hillwalkers who want to get away from the crowds if our 
experience was typical.
Following the Presidents Meet, we walked for five days 
over the Moffat Hills, Manor Hills and Moorfoot Hills.  We 
encountered just five other walkers in that time and on 
three days none at all.
Mind you, anybody with a vivid imagination might be 
inclined to go elsewhere when a glance at the map shows 
locations such as The Thief’s Road, Hannel Bog and Dead 
Wife’s Grave.
Anyhow, for our part we walked The Thief’s Road unmolested, having failed to 
encounter any banshee or hoodies, just a howling gale courtesy of the Atlantic. Our 
salvation was twelve feet of broken wall, the only shelter we found all day, where we sat 
in the snow taking an early lunch of frosted sarnies and mouth clogging maltloaf. This 
was in stark contrast to the previous day, which lived up to the BBC weather forecast of 
a frosty morning and ‘wall to wall’ sunshine all day. An alpine start ( well.… eight thirty) 
saw us skipping (trudging) up the old ‘Drove Road’ south from Peebles intent on 
reaching the ridge top basking in the heat of the sun (only minus 2 degrees). A great day 
of peak bagging in the Manor Hills ensued, covering about 16 miles of heather and bog, 
fortunately the most glutinous of which were frozen solid.
At the end of each day we returned to the lavish luxury of Glen Lodge in Innerleithen to 
the much anticipated sight of the famous, nay legendary pyrotechnics of Ed’s open fires.
Pete H & Brian K.  

In honour of Sir Geoffrey of Kelham (my hero) 

Ruth W and I set out in the great man's footsteps and completed part of the 
Ivanhoe Way on a circular walk from Coalville across fields via Whitwick, New 
Swannington, Swannington and up to Hough Hill Windmill and the Gorse 
Meadow Nature Reserve and back via Swannington. (where we were spied by 
Harry & Stef) A lovely byway at the side of the Robin Hood Pub pub took us 
between woodland and in into open countryside before arriving back at the 
Coalville ring-road and a long awaited cuppa.
As I am considerably younger than Sir Geoffrey I do not qualify for a free 
bus-pass so I foresee considerable expenditure (or a well used thumb)before 
I can complete the 36 miles!
Andy T

Set off from the Hut to take Stef 
to have a look at the "Black 
Ladders".It has been many years 
since I last did any routes on this 
crag. Stunning scenery with 
patches of snow in the gully lines 
and sprinkling on the summit 
skyline topped by blue sky. 
Magical place. Set off up towards 
the col between the two peaks 
but due to late start primarily due 
to a poor ,and definitely wrong 
forecast decided to return by 
same route. which did necessitate 
a "wrong step" over the river for 
Stef(not a happy bunny). Great 
days walk

Set off on our way home via a 
short walk into Aber Falls with 
Stef who hadn’t seen them. Quite 
impressive following the rain that 
had come down in past few days. 
All in all an excellent weekend.
El President

 Diane and Dave set off from the 
hut up the north ridge of Carnedd 
Dafydd. A great mountain day with 
spectacular skies/views. It was also 
beautifully remote with no marked 
paths in the higher sections. We 
only met one non-HMC member all 
day. This was Diane’s toughest hill 
day to date and I pulled the plug at 
just below 3,000ft when we ran into 
a considerable area of slippery 
boulders. Potential ankle snappers. 
A privilege to be up there.
15/11/10 - Dave, Diane and Roger -  
From the little car park above Aber 
falls via the long, winding (around 
the back) track to the summit of 
Drum. Again good weather - the 
cloud even ripped off the top for our 
brief sojourn - but noticeably colder 
- too much playing with the camera 
meant first frozen hand of the 
season. Unusual feature of a 
'standing rainbow' that held its 
position just on the sea surface for 
perhaps 30 minutes
Chairman Dave

BETHESDA MEET NOVEMBER 13TH 
Pub Crawl Guide

 The New Inn (1776) at Clapham.  I 
asked for a pint of best bitter and 
a bag of crisps please. The foaming 
pint arrived as did the crisps.
£3.00 said the barman, I pointed out that I 
had also had the crisps, yes thats £3.00 
including the crisps.  Good price and great 
beer. Why can’t other pubs serve good beer at 
that price.

The Dog and Gun, Keswick.
In the middle of the town, near the Moot Hall, 
excellent real ales and excellent food.. I supped 
the OP. The goulash is something special, very 
quick providing you have a table (they won’t 
serve food unless you have a table..fair 
enough!), served either as a full or a half 
portion. There are other choices  on the menu 
but no chips or fried food. Always busy. We 
shared a table with a couple older than us and 
had a pleasant conversation about photography 
and walking, they obviously were not married 
as they held hands as they left the pub!
TED

Skittles Night
Yes at last we won a skittles night. Needless 
to say 
Rugby MC 
were 
absent for 
reasons 
we know 
not, but 
the annual 
challenge 
went 
ahead with the Men challenging the 
“Girlies”.
The venue was a return to The Red Lion at 
‘uncote where excellent and very reasonable 
priced Tiger and Beacon was the ale of 
choice. The half time  food was excellent, 
faggots and mushy peas, Steak pie, chips 
etc. Plenty of it too. 

As for the game, despite the valiant efforts 
of Vicky, undoubtably the star of the girls 
team and the late efforts of Roger..an 
honorable girlie for the night,  the men won 
by a narrow margin and took the trophies. 
Top scorer of the night was Vanessa, but 
thats because she was marking the 
scoreboard. Gian Luca had to be dragged 
onto the ally to play, he treated the cheeses 
at first as though they were about to go off, 
but seemed to get the hang of it the second 
time around.
Thanks to Andrea for organizing the game, 
her last event before she and Ed  Bongo off 
into the sunrise.
Ted
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  ON THE BUSES
The Ivanhoe Way Day 5 Nailstone to Measham

Tuesday 5th October 2010. Looking out of 
the window from home the weather 
seemed ideal for walking another leg of 
the Way, low cloud, cool breeze, rain and 
very little wind.  So at 0934 I was on the 
159 Bus to Nailstone, a straight forward 
and relatively short ride.  Thirty five 
minutes later I arrived at Nailstone, a 
quick walk up the road to the church, 
turned left down a small lane which finally 
meets the main A447.  I then crossed the 
road to continue over undulating fields 
with good clear sign posts, marking every 
detail of the Way.  This was a cracking 
little section of the walk which was very 

easy to follow; in fact no map was required. The markers took 
me to the road that runs up to Qdstone
I followed this road to the middle of Odstone.  Disaster, no 
Ivanhoe Way Sign posts. They may have used them all up on 
the last section.  A small lane ran down from the main village 
road so I took pot luck and headed down it.  Half way down and 
a man came out of one of the houses.  I was just about to 
inquire where the Way goes when I noticed the six fingers on his 
left hand. (take note Dave Dean there not all in Barwell)  No 
time to stop now, so I picked up the pace and wished Ray was 
here.  Around the final bend I saw a stile, I ran to it and to my 
relief there was a marker showing the Way along a cart Track. 
The Track slowly rose until I was on a small summit at 118 
metres.  This gave a fine panoramic view of this part of 
Leicestershire. The journey continued down the south west ridge 
for 500 metres, at this point the ridge meets the 100 metre 
contour line. Then from here the Track cuts across open fields to 
Shackerstone. 
At Shackerstone the Way marker leads you to the canal tow 
path and follows this for two bridges. The OS map shows the 
route going through the village and joining the canal at the next 
bridge.  I went for the first option, because of the gentle gradient 
of the tow path. 
Soon the village of Snarestone was reached and the nightmares 
started again. No markers! With some skilful map reading I 
managed to reach the childrenʼs play ground and leisure centre. 
Climbing up across the football pitch towards it apex and then 
headed down the other side to a small clump of trees in a corner 
to meet the main road to Measham . There to greet me was a 
Way maker at the edge of the road.
The next part was along the road for one kilometre.  A bit boring 
although the map work was spot on! I found the road junction, 
luckily it was not a cross road. Here I turned for Measham and 
picked up the final footpath which took me around the back of 
the brickworks. This path looped around the back of Measham 
to finally arrive at a housing estate. Yes again no markers.  
However with a bit more experience gained on this walk and 
without the help from Ray, I eventually arrived at the main Ashby 
road. Up the hill to the bus stop for Coalville and Wetherspoons, 
then back to Hinckley.

Day 6 Measham to Ashby. 
 Tuesday 12th October. The car had to be taken to the garage for 
its annual service. So I had a free day and this was an ideal 
opportunity to finish of the Way. I dropped off the car at the 
garage and walked to Hinckley Bus Station. The 0930 bus to 
Coalville departed from Bus Stand number 3. This was the first 
time I had taken the bus all the way from Hinckley to Coalville, 
another first.  At Coalville I had a ten minute wait for the number 
16 Measham bus. I arrived at Measham at 1115.
Jumped of the bus at the Measham stop and headed for the 
start of the Way which was at the bottom of the hill by the library.   
At the end of Donisthorpe Woodland Park the trail turns of right 
to join the canal at Moria  A good handrailing section now 
followed along the tow path leading to the disused furnaces. At 
this point the Way crosses the canal by a made shift bridge so 
one is now walking on the opposite side to the tow path.  Yet 
again no markers.  After 400 metre a road is reached via the 
way of some ones back garden.  I then turned right up the road 
for 100 metres before the Way goes left through a lovely 
wooded area to end at the main Ashby road.
 Now for a 1.2 kilometre road walk until the next wooded section 
is reached. This is part of the National Forest which gives some 
good walking until the farm land section appears.  This crosses 
a few ploughed fields which leads to the final climb up hill and to 
the last stile. This only leaves the last road section which took 
me down to the main street in Ashby.  Ten minutes later Iʼm on 
my way back to Coalville on the 9A Burton bus. 
At Wetherspoons the usually meal with tea and beer. I stopped 
longer than normal due to picking the car up at five oʼclock. 

Soon it was time to depart Coalville, I 
sat on the bus with a tear in my eye as 
we began the journey home. When 
would I return again to Wetherspoons 
and enjoy the company of all the 
people I met on the buses? Still life is 
a continuing journey and I must look 

forward to the future and Thursday 
Nights. I was back in Hinckley by 1630, with a quick walk to the 
garage to pick up the car and then back home.
A few facts about my walk;  I completed the 36 miles in 6 
months averaging 6 miles a month and using 22 buses with a 
total journey time of 14 hours.
Three people that I would like to thank for inspiring and giving 
me confidence for attempting the walk are:

• John Trow for introducing me to the Bus Pass Walk
• Ray Groombridge for showing me how to navigate 

though housing estates  and  using  a  compass needle 
which only points north.

• Brian Gillett for showing me some very useful ways in 
using a whistle in emergency situations

Finally, a big thank you to our President Harry for recognising 
my achievement and presenting me at The Presidents Meet with 
the Ivanhoe Medal 2010. Once the medal as been valued and 
insured I will probably wear it on the Wednesday walks.                                                                                       
Geoff K.

CALL THAT A BUS GEOFF...NO...THIS IS A BUS
I had walked on them, climbed on them and skied on them but until last 
september I had never travelled by bus on one of them.
This was on the Athabasca Glacier in Canada and was part of a holiday 
embracing Canada and Alaska.
A conventional bus is first taken on a road made of the lateral moraine at the 
side of the glacier and then a transfer is effected to one with hugh seven feet 
wheels.
This slowly trundles down to the ice and proceeds a few hundred yards to a point where you all alight to “oohs and ahhs” and to take 
endless photographs.
After fifteen minutes or so you are all loaded back onto the bus and back to civilisation.
Quite an experience!
Pat M
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June26/27                             PATTERDALE, LAKES.

Not quite the usual school run on a Friday afternoon, 
Joshua and I were on the road for 4pm from Hinckley 
having been picked up by Mark T and Morgan along 
with PC Steve P.
The bus was loaded and we were on our way to the 
HMC Patterdale meet in the Lakes for a weekend of 
Father and Son bonding.  Usually we meet in the more 
colder months for a meet like this, so the gorgeous 
weather along with one of us not having to make a Le 
Mans style dash on a Sunday morning, for a change, we 
actually had the prospect of a fun packed weekend 
ahead of us.
Fathers and sons then had to concur their first 
challenge, a big hike or an unusual climbing route.  Oh 
no, finding a camp site that was not full!  Approx 1 hour 
and 4 campsites later we managed to check in at http://
www.ullswatercaravanpark.co.uk/ in Watermillock, 
which I am happy to recommend.  It is a lovely site with 
good toilet and washing facilities, although the shower is  
not as invigorating as you would like.  Along with this 

there is a 
bar, chippy 
and WiFi, 
some of 
you 
probably 
already 
know this if 
you are a 
Facebook 
fan.  All of 
these are 
vital if you 
are in 
pursuit of 
the great 
outdoors.  
So with 
tents up, it 
was off to 
the bar for a 
refreshing 
tipple.
Saturday 

a.m. I awake to find Mark had already got the rest of the 
camp set up and breakfast started, I don’t even get that 
level of service at home. Kids up, dressed and washed, 
yes in that order but we are Dad’s don’t forget, and it 
was off to meet up with the others at the Hut. Mark 
parked up, and soon after we made our way on the Hike 
of the Day, which was an ascent of Hellvelyn, via 
Striding edge.  I am not sure of the exact route and will 
leave that to our navigator of the day Mark T.
I can’t really say that I was the navigator, as at the 
beginning we tagged along with Tracy, Ken and Roxy.  
Left out of the hut and pick up the footpath at the side of 
the hotel and head off in the direction of ‘Grassthwaite 
Howe’, before picking up the lane crossing ‘Grisedale 
Beck’ heading up to ‘Brownend Plantation’.  From here it 
was a simple case of follow the well trod path up to 
‘Hole-In-The-Wall’ and then stick to the ascending ridge 
line until reaching ‘Striding Edge’, spring across ‘Striding 
Edge’(well the kids did) before the final push up to the 

‘Charles Gough’ Memorial Stone. Morgan then decided 
that he wanted to be the first of the group to summit 

‘Hellvelyn’ that day, so sprinted off to the summit cairn.
After a lunch stop at the shelter, the groups split, some 
headed off in the direction of ‘St Sunday Crag’, while our 
party headed off down ‘Swirral Edge’.  At the fork in the 
path our group broke again, with Toni, the Amarally’s and 
Templetypes, taking in the outlying summit of ‘Catstye 
Cam’, before heading back down to the path following 
‘Red Tarn Beck’ and onto ‘Glenridding Beck’, ‘Gill Side 
Farm’ finishing at ‘The Travellers Rest’.
Striding Edge, wow, I really enjoyed that and it was great 
to keep bumping into other HMC members enroute, 
Tracy, Ken, Toni, Ed & Sue, plus lots of others whose 
names I cannot remember and of course Roxy the little 
dog, whom I can recommend if you need a mid morning 
wash to remove any sweat from your face.  Don’t ask, 
but it was the best offer I had all day.  Actually, come to 
think of it, it was the ONLY offer I had all day. Seeing 
Morgan and Joshua with no fear making their way along 
Striding Edge was one of the highlights of the day, Crag 
Rats and Mountain Goats are phrases that spring to 
mind.  For the first time I actually found myself 
struggling to keep up with the kids.
Another highlight was spending some time cooling off in 
the Beck on the way back.  For the adults it was time to 
revitalise their feet, whilst for Morgan it was a case of 
having fun.  As for Joshua, well he certainly had some 
fun......I am glad it was a warm day as I did not have a 
change of clothes for him......I am sure you can work out 
what happened next!
So near and yet so far…..The hike had a casualty, 
nothing major but Morgan couldn’t quite complete the 
last mile or so and ended up having a piggy back ride.  
Talk about rub it in with your level of fitness Mark.  He 
still made it back to the Travellers Rest at Glenridding 
before the rest of us.  After a quick refreshing tipple, 
Mark still finds the energy to run back the hut to collect 
his bus so that Morgan, along with Toni, Joshua and 
myself could get a lift back.
The evening meal was great thanks to Ed and Sue and 
back to the campsite and sleep well for the night, after a 
long, but very enjoyable day.
Sleep well! That’s a bit of an understatement.  Just as we 
put our heads down, the first thing we heard was the 
dreaded snoring coming from another pitch, then 

http://www.ullswatercaravanpark.co.uk/
http://www.ullswatercaravanpark.co.uk/
http://www.ullswatercaravanpark.co.uk/
http://www.ullswatercaravanpark.co.uk/
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Joshua calls out 
‘Stop Snoring’, 
followed by a group 
walking back to their 
pitches, being rather 
loud at telling each 
other to hush, or we 
will get thrown off. 
30 Minutes later 
Colin turns the still of 
the night, into a 
chorus of oral 
vibrations.
Sunday morning 
rose similarly as 
Saturday. Woke up 
with the sparrows 
fart, the tweets and 

the baa’s.  Showered, changed, kettle boiled, sausages 
under grill and all before an Amarally stirred.
My (Colin) first challenge of the day was to try and put 
away my pop up tent.  Up in seconds but getting it back 
into the bag presented its own unique set of challenges.  
However, only took me two takes and have uploaded 
them to my Facebook page should you need any tips.  
Thanks for your offer of advise Ewan B, but even the 
tent didn’t cost that much. We then packed up, and 
headed off in the direction of Keswick and onto 
Borrowdale, to meet up with Claire, Rich and Steve P at 
Shepherds Crag, and have a go with the kids at 
climbing.  Being new to the area I was completely lost 
as to what routes we should do and Mark having read 
through Rich’s books and having a nose around stood 
defeated.  The kids were again great, exploring in the 
near vicinity and being very patient as we waited one 
and half hours for the others to complete their multi-
pitch route ‘Little Chamonix’ but boy was it worth the 
wait.
Richard saved the day for us, by setting up a route at 
‘Brown Slabs’ which turned out to be a multi-pitch 
route, which was a first for Morgan who did fab along 
with Dad Mark.  Climbing up in tandem it was certainly a  
great way to bond especially being both clipped in 
halfway up. As for Joshua and Dad Colin this was both 
our first time for multi-pitch climbing with Richard 
leading the way.  A very unnerving experience, having 
somebody else’s life potentially in your hands whilst 
being poised on an area the size of a post card.  I am 
sure for the more experienced is plain sailing, but for a 
first timer with my son next to me, it did take a little 
getting used to.
To make matters worse for a split second, as Richard 
gets to the top and shouts ‘I’m safe you can take me off 
belay’, Joshua thought this was a command for him.  I 
glance down and I see he is half way though unclipping 
his safety clip.  JOSHUA, NO STOP!!!  
After that we complete the climb, 36 metres I am told 
was the height, a new record for team Amarally.
Thanks Richard, you helped to complete an 
unforgettable weekend.
Let us know if you are interested in doing outdoor 
pursuit meets that are more family orientated.  Perhaps 
we can organise an official meet or two for next year’s 
calendar.
Colin & Mark T.

 Colin, Joshua, Morgan & I had booked into the Pen Y Pass 
youth hostel, arriving on Friday evening after a rather 
easy drive up.  Due to the weather report, the original 
plan of ‘Crib Goch – Crib Y Ddysgl – Snowdon Summit’ 
with the kids was relinquished, as sensibility prevailed.  
With a read through a guide book, it was put forward 
another route that could be considered was from near the 
hut at Gerlan, taking in ‘Carnedd Dafydd’ via ‘Crib Lem – 
Lech Ddu Spur’, with the hope that we could meet up with 
other members.

Saturday -over breakfast it became clear that the kids 
had come to get to the roof of Wales.  So the previous 
nights planning was dropped in favour of a safe ascent of 
‘Snowdon’ via the ‘Pyg Track’.  The weather stayed fair 
apart from the odd blast of chilling wind, and a slight hint 
of moisture in the air.  As usual however the summit 
remained with its crown of cloud.  As usual the kids 
bounded along with no problems at all and were highly 
delighted upon seeing the odd patch of snow.  On 
reaching the summit the wind was howling, and well 
below freezing, with the moisture in the air freezing on 
contact with the vegetation, but we were all happy, 
especially  
two very 
delighted 
& proud 
Dads.  
The 
descent 
route was  
to be 
easy 
down the 
‘Llanberis 
Path’, 
which 
again had long patches of snow that the kid’s thoroughly 
enjoyed trying to ski on.  We were to get the Sherpa bus 
back to Pen Y Pass, but on approaching the ‘Pen Y 
Ceunant Isaf’ tea rooms, the draw of a roaring log fire 
and a relaxing drink took the vote.  Beer, pop & hot 
chocolate were consumed before a taxi ride back.  – A 
Good Day.

I must say that throughout the day, a number of 
interesting people were encountered, the Lads in The YH 
doing ‘Snowdon’ with their group in aid of charity ‘Whizz 
Kids’, Stefan at the Tea Rooms, and the family who had 
an encounter with mountain rescue after splitting up.  The 
Helicopter was still flying around at 02:00 on Sunday 
morning, assisting in getting people off the mountain.

Sunday – An easy day with a trip to ‘Beacon’ good few 
climbs.  Morgan completed his first lead climb from the 
floor to the top, and Colin managed to reach the top of 
one of the over-hanging walls with a bit of 
encouragement

Mark T
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Hut Meets 2011
In addition to the monthly meets, we have a range of activities including climbing, walking and mountain biking, all 
arranged on an ad-hoc basis at The Holywell on a Thursday evening - or even on the club Forum. 

To book on a hut, simply contact Ed on 01455 274174 Please note that for a week-long meet a deposit (usually 50%) will be 
required upon booking and the balance is due when required by the hut owners. You can book on any hut at anytime. 
Unless informed otherwise, you’ll need a sleeping bag, food for the weekend (all huts, including hostels, have cooking facilities 
- although some members tend to gravitate towards the local hostelry) and your kit. All huts have showers, are heated and 
wherever possible, our ladies get a room allocated to themselves.
It should be noted that most of the properties are mountaineering club huts, not holiday cottages. Some of the huts are suitable 
for family groups. Some are definitely not. With this in mind, and as requested at the AGM, for 2011 I have included a couple 
of “family specific” meets, although of course, everyone is welcome. 
If you need to borrow any kit, the club does have some harnesses, crampons, ice axes and helmets and members are renowned 
for hoarding boots, sacs, waterproofs and just about anything you might need, (except earplugs) so just ask. 
(see Wild Winter Walking, back page)
If you need a lift, mention this at the time of booking as we try to maximise car spaces in order to keep costs down. 

Chamonix July 2011
Although not going myself, I have the task of organising our annual alpine meet.
Some have suggested alternating between Chamonix & the Dolomites, both popular areas, with almost limitless walking and 
climbing possibilities.
So…Chamonix appears to be the favourite for 2011.
I have located a chalet in Les Pelerins, (sleeps 10 –but, up to 12) in a nice quite area, ten-minute walk into the centre of 
Chamonix, just around the corner from the Aguile du Midi cable car, and handy for all amenities.
The price (depending how many weeks we book for) is between £130 and £150 per person per week. For ease of booking, full 
weeks only please. Flights to Geneva are easy to book, as is our preferred method of transfer through ChamExpress (door to 
door), or you might like to drive, which is also easy.

 

You can see the chalet on, www.chalet-in-chamonix.co.uk and it looks excellent.
Initially, I need expressions of interest within the next few weeks if I am to secure the booking, so please don’t be 
shy, get in touch asap.
   

A number have expressed an interest 
in a long weekend to this well-known 
beer festival.
Might even pull a hill in, ha ha. 
Probably the last weekend in 
September.
Let Sue or Michelle know so we can 
gauge interest.

     Munich “Oktoberfest”: , 

HMC in Chamonix 2009

http://www.chalet-in-chamonix.co.uk
http://www.chalet-in-chamonix.co.uk
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2011 Hut Meets – “Having a wonderful time, wish I was here”

January 21/23 Rhydd Ddu N Wales         www.oread.co.uk
The hut is a superb base for walks onto the Nantlle ridge, Moel Hebog, Mynydd Mawr and Yr Aran. There is a 
pub, a café and the Welsh Highland Railway station is next to the hut.   
                                            Sleeps 16.
February 19 to 25   Glencoe Scottish winter week      www.glencoe-cottages.com
Three detached self-catering holiday cottages at Torren Glencoe, each sleeping 6-8 in 3 bedrooms are designed          
to give climbers, and hill walkers warm and comfortable accommodation in the beautiful surroundings of unspoilt 
Scottish woodland and wild life. £50.00 deposit required on booking. Balance due one week before.    Sleeps 20

March 11/13              Nant Peris N Wales         www.londonmountaineeringclub.com/Fronwydyr.asp
Located in the Snowdonia national park near Llanberis, in North Wales. It has three bedrooms, a living room, a 
kitchen, a drying room and showers. A  5-minute walk to the Vaynol Arms.               
                           Sleeps 16.
April 1/2/3             Seathwaite Lakes              www.k-fellfarers.homecall.co.uk
High House is situated at the head of the popular valley of Borrowdale in the Lake District. It offers a high standard of bunkhouse self-
catering accommodation, and is considered to be one of the best in the Lakes. It is   a converted stone built 16/17C farmhouse in its 
own grounds, with car access and parking. 
NOTE: Three nights for the price of two. We have secured an extra night (Sun).                                 Sleeps 25

Apr 29/30 & May 1 Bank Hol  Nant Gwynant N Wales
As usual, Pete’s hut in the Gwynant valley provides a spectacular setting for a spring meet, with easy access to both climbing and 
walking areas. N.B. Additional bank –hol (avoid that wedding and have a long w/e!) Sleeps 14

May 13-15    Family camping weekend at Stanage           www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/northlees.
Secluded little site, just a 20 minute walk away from Hathersage, and ideal for both walkers and climbers. This tents only campsite 
occupies a sloping grassy site near North Lees Hall, Hathersage. Although a few pitches can be parked alongside, most cars have to 
be left some distance from the tents.
Excellent weekend for anyone wishing to try out some climbing, with Stanage Edge just a short stroll.

May 29 – Jun 5    Torridon NW Highlands    www.bendamph.com
Situated at the old township of Badan Mhugaidh and completed in 1992, the Ben Damph New Lodge is a hand-crafted construction 
made entirely of 100 year-old Scots pine, Douglas fir and European larch. From the terrace one can see the entire sweep of Loch 
Torridon with Ben Alligin behind. More climbing and walking than you can handle! A £50 deposit required on booking, balance due at 
the end of April.                                         Sleeps 12

Jun 17/19   Coniston, Lakes                     www.theymc.org.uk
The Hut is of Lakeland stone construction and is part of a row of what were miners bunkhouses, situated overlooking the Coppermines 
Valley and below The Old Man. The Black Bull is a twenty-minute walk. Sleeps 20

July 9 onwards: Chamonix
Chamonix Chalet. We have some interest in going to Chamonix Sat 9 July for two or three weeks.      If you are 
interested, please contact Ed ASAP so that he can decide whether it’s a goer! Sleeps 10/12

Aug 5/6   Roaches, Peak                www.mountain-house.co.uk
According to the BMC website: “The best located climbing hut in the Universe – probably” 
The cottage sleeps a maximum of 12 people, in 2 first floor rooms reached by a spiral staircase. The 2 bunkrooms sleep 4 and 8 
people respectively on “alpine style” bunks with mattresses. What is now the kitchen area of the hut was the original cave where Bess 
Bowyer lived into the 1800’s!  
A splendid location, with climbing and walking literally from the door. Pub down in the village.

(BBQ at the hut Sat night, weather permitting).                                                                             Sleeps 12
Aug Bank Hol 26/27/28     Stair  Lakes                 www.fyldemountaineeringclub
Stair Cottage, situated in the Newlands Valley near Keswick was built by the FMC in 1969. The hut has accommodation for up to 21 
people (dorms of 6, 7 and 8) and ample parking. In addition to the Bank holiday dates, we have the opportunity to book extra nights 
either side, but I need to know well in advance if you are interested. The Swinside Inn is but a five-minute walk.                                                                          
Sleeps 21

Sep 16/18    Nant Gwynant N Wales
As requested, a family specific weekend, again using Pete’s hut but with additional camping spaces available at the hut. Possible 
BBQ on the Sat night. All welcome. Excellent area for walking & climbing.  Pub in Bedgelert.

Oct 14/16      Presidents Meet     Ingleton                         www.pine-croft.co.uk
After a very successful trip in 2010, we’re going back to this excellent venue. The local area offers a range of spectacular natural 
wonders, modern amenities and magnificent scenery including the famous Three Peaks of Ingleborough, Pen y ghent and Whernside. 
Local pubs and a climbing wall if it rains.                         Sleeps 48 plus additional accommodation in timber lodges  (these should be 
booked independently). 

Nov 11/13    Brecon Beacon venue tbc
Dec 2/4          Lakes venue tbc

Harry in Glencoe 2009

http://www.oread.co.uk
http://www.oread.co.uk
http://www.glencoe-cottages.com
http://www.glencoe-cottages.com
http://www.glencoe-cottages.com/accommodation/
http://www.glencoe-cottages.com/accommodation/
http://www.londonmountaineeringclub.com/Fronwydyr.asp
http://www.londonmountaineeringclub.com/Fronwydyr.asp
http://www.k-fellfarers.homecall.co.uk
http://www.k-fellfarers.homecall.co.uk
http://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/northlees
http://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/northlees
http://www.bendamph.com
http://www.bendamph.com
http://www.theymc.org.uk
http://www.theymc.org.uk
http://www.mountain-house.co.uk
http://www.mountain-house.co.uk
http://www.fyldemountaineeringclub
http://www.fyldemountaineeringclub
http://www.pine-croft.co.uk
http://www.pine-croft.co.uk
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Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

Holywell Inn
London Road

Hinckley

Every Thursday 9.00pm

hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org

Go to the web site to check the Forum

OUTSIDENOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com

A good turn out of 6 saga louts set off rather chilled from swimming pool carpark in Repton Staffs  Left out of car park past war 
memorial we took a footpath on the left through houses - then a choice of 2 paths both crossing at Cockey Barn OS245 barn is no 

longer there. Soon warming as we headed towards Bretby. Across none boot clogging fields over Knights lane.
Bretby good place for snack stop by phone box, footpath past box on left took us through Bretby Park/Hall Hoolies 
Wood turning left at T junction round Repton Shrub. Lots of opportunities to extend the walk around Foremark 
reservoir. (this area will look fantastic in a week or two when leaves have fully changed colour.) Back to Repton via 
Loscoe farm. Avoided going directly thro piggery, there is a footpath round it tho not sign posted. 
Approx 8 smiles,a very good walk.  Great ales in the pub on main road into Repton sorry can't remember name of it,  
barmaid was memorable though.

Ray G

SAGA LOUTS OUT and ABOUT

Wild Winter Walking

Hopefully everyone will venture out into the snow and ice 
this coming winter and not be put off by the cold and short 
days. Winter walking (and climbing) is great fun and hills 
and mountains take on an entirely different aspect in snow 
and ice conditions. Naturally equipment and clothing has to 
be right for the job and these few words taken from Rich 
E’s  forum entry from last year may be of help to those who 
would like to get out into the ice and snow but not too sure 
on what to take.

First rule..ask,  most club members have done some winter 
mountaineering and some have done a lot.
Second rule, The club has ice axes, crampons and 
helmets..use them.

Boots...It is quite possible to go winter walking without 
crampons and ice axe, indeed crampons in soft snow are 
useless, it would mean however considering turning back when 
coming onto ice  or hard packed snow. Crampons need a stiffer 
boot and are rated with crampons to go together.
 B2/B3 ratings are only a guide and the effective stiffness 
depends also on the person's weight and length of their feet. I 
think it is well worth getting a stiff and warm pair of boots for 
winter - top end of B2 or even B3 with a good wide rand. The 
most important thing though is that they are comfortable with 
no heel lift. You can be nursing blisters for a long time after the 
glow of having secured a bargain has faded. Best to go 
somewhere with a wide range, good fitting advice and a 
generous returns policy, especially for You also need good 
quality, springy, warm socks and a pair of close-fitting gaiters 
that won't snag crampons too easily.

Clothing - everyone has their own preferences and their own 
thermostat. probably you already have everything you need for 
the first few trips and by then you'll have your own opinions of 
the ideal. I'd suggest you make a list of what you propose to 

take then run it past a couple of people with winter experience 
for their views on additions/deletions. 
Re clothing a good warm base layer (Thermals) plus a 
windblock fleece layer are essential plus two sets of gloves, 
thin thermal & some good winter mits

In winter I usually have:
Thermal layer (Wear all the time)
Long sleeve T Shirt (Wear all the time)
Windblock, Rhino Shirt (Wear most of the time)
Fleece (Put on when not moving or if cold)
Breathable Waterproof layer (Put on when cold / wet / windy)
Neck tube, Hat/balaclarva 

I also put in my pack a winter survival kit inc: (bivibag, sleeping 
bag, stove, packet soup) Which I take if I am heading for the 
tops or any distance as it could save your life if out in the open 
overnight for any reason. Will also take some rope, Crampons 
& Ice Axe, harness and a few slings & hexes

Ted adds, three pairs of gloves, they always get wet. two hats 
or insulated hood on a jacket. spare base layer and socks in 
sac (use  old but serviceable clothes you are ready to chuck 
and leave them in your sac for ever), A Down Jacket is always 
nice when it gets really cold, but not worn so much when going 
uphill,Thick fleece lined  trousers are good and  Ron Hill type 
trackster bottoms or longjohns are also good under lighter 
weight trousers. Flask with hot drink,  or filled with hot water 
and oxo cubes..coffee sachets etc. But also take water bottle.
Surprising you can loses a lot of water by sweating even if its 
freezing.  Walking poles are always useful  if only to get to 
a climb. Sunglasses or ski goggles keep out snow (especially 
if you wear glasses) and give protection from snow glare when 
the sun does come out. Don't forget a little camera and spare 
batteries which are less efficient when cold. Sweets, nuts, 
Kendal mint Cake if you must but I like mini Mars bars.
 
Initially if you can borrow kit do but it is worth investing in boots 
as they are a long term investment. 

 Third rule if you wear crampons...wear a helmet.

The Girlies lost by a narrow margin at Skittles
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